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Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Notes for Olga: Olga, I do not use a script so will not be saying what I write exactly but  I hope it prepares you for what may come up.Thank you for inviting  me today, I am honoured to be able to talk to you about the UK electronic legal deposit and I hope that you will find it useful in helping to understand the difficulties and potential pitfalls as well as the benefits which can be gained from collecting electronic legal deposit.Although I am based in The British Library I actually work for all six UK Legal Deposit LibrariesThese are:



The British Library
- London 
- Yorkshire

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The British Library is the second largest Library in the world and holds over 150 million physical items which increases by about 3 million each year.  This is approximately 500Km of shelving.Most of which is in the Yorkshire site.It is the newest of the national libraries as it is only 40 years old but it is formed from much older collections from the British Museum, the National lending Library and the Central Library. 



The Bodleian Library Oxford

• The main research library of Oxford 
University

• A collection of 29 Libraries.
• The largest legal deposit Library after 

the British Library

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The Bodleian  is one of the oldest Libraries in Europe with over 12 million itemsIt was the very first legal deposit Library. In 1610, Sir Thomas Bodley, who the library is named after, persuaded the Stationers company that a copy of all new books should be added to the Bodleian’s collection. The practice of Legal deposit was formalised and extended in 1710 by The Statute of Anne.



Cambridge University Library
• The main research Library of The University of 

Cambridge
• Holds approximately 8 million items

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The Statute of Ann extended to Cambridge University which is still a Legal deposit library.It is the main research Library, and the largest of the 114 Libraries within Cambridge University.It holds about 8 million physical items.



Trinity College Library Dublin
• Became a legal deposit Library in 1911
• Retained status as a Legal deposit Library 

after independence in 1921
• Largest Library in Ireland

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Trinity College Library Dublin, famous for its beautiful Long Room, is often queried by publishers about why it should be  receiving UK Legal deposit since it is no longer part of the United Kingdom.However, it became a legal deposit Library in the Copyright Act 1911 which was before it became an independent free state in 1921 and by reciprocal arrangement the UK receives printed copies of all publications produced in Ireland.



The National Library of Scotland
• Two locations Edinburgh and Glasgow
• Holds over 24 million items
• Also linked to the Faculty of Advocates

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The Statute of Anne also extended Legal deposit to the Faculty of Advocates Library in Edinburgh  which was a private library. By the 20th century the cost of keeping legal deposit was too much for a private Library and the National Library of Scotland was founded by an Act of parliament in 1925 and the collection moved to the National Library, which wasn’t far as the buildings were and still are linked. The faculty of advocates still have the right to all of the law material deposited under legal deposit, including the digital content.



National Library of Wales
• Two locations Aberystwyth and Cardiff
• Largest Library in Wales 
• Over 6.5 million items

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
National Library of wales is the smallest of the legal deposit Libraries, although it is the largest Library within Wales.There is a mandate to have all services available in the Welsh language so all legal deposit interfaces need to be bilingual.



Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
It has been my role to ensure that implementation of Non Print Legal Deposit has been implemented effectively, efficiently and within the bounds of the law at all of the sites. This has been achieved by liaising between all the libraries, particularly between the British Library and the others since the British Library was responsible for most of the infrastructure and development. I have also ensured that best practice has been shared.



Where has NPLD come from?

The legal deposit act 2003 includes
non-print works

Ten years later in April 
2013 the  regulations 
come into force

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
 NPLD- Non Print Legal DepositAs a direct reaction to the fear that our cultural heritage was being lost into a digital black holeThe requirement to include Non print works within Legal deposit  was included in the Legal Deposit Act 2003. This gave the Secretary of State the powers to make regulations regarding the duty to deposit non-print material.It then took a further 10 years of heavy negotiation between the Libraries, the government and the publishers to come up with the 2013 Regulations “ The legal deposit (non-print works) regulations 2013”. During this time the British Library (BL) invested a lot of time and resource in developing the Digital Library System (DLS) – with the first content being stored in digital form from March 2006 – the DLS is the basis of the LDLs shared digital infrastructure… more on this later…)By the time the  regulations come into force we live in a different world. In 2003 England won the Rugby World Cup- a rarityThe financial crash of 2008 has made its impact and the extent of electronic publishing is greater than expected, especially on the take up of eBooks.User expectations have grown exponentially as they become used to eJournals, eBooks, use iPads, tablets, phones and other mobile platforms to read articles, books etc.



Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
2003 was a turning point in content creation.The increased amount of digital information makes collecting it all complex and we have to accept that some will ultimately fall into a black hole but the purpose of NPLD regulations is to limit what falls into that black hole. The LDLs role is to preserve content for future generations. In fact the main purposes of the regulation are: 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjqwLD-u9HJAhVFaRQKHV_iCRUQjRwIBw&url=http://www.slideshare.net/violentice/content-acquisition-distribution-strategy-understanding-of-lean-content&bvm=bv.109395566,d.d24&psig=AFQjCNFO3ipDb6aVVDYOllsNYQ_tfKMczw&ust=1449842914966377


Key purpose of the regulations

• To ensure a national collection of non-print publications;
• To enable an efficient system in which material is archived 

and preserved in the legal deposit libraries;
• To govern how the deposited copies may be used, 

balancing the needs of libraries and researchers with the 
interests of publishers and right holders;

• To facilitate long-term preservation, so that the material 
may continue to be accessed in future; and

• To ensure long-term viability by requiring both legal 
deposit libraries and publishers to share the responsibility 
for archiving without imposing an unreasonable burden on 
any institution

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
To ensure a national collection of non-print publications;To enable an efficient system in which material is archived and preserved in the legal deposit libraries;To govern how the deposited copies may be used, balancing the needs of libraries and researchers with the interests of publishers and right holders;To facilitate long-term preservation, so that the material may continue to be accessed in future; andTo ensure long-term viability by requiring both legal deposit libraries and publishers to share the responsibility for archiving without imposing an unreasonable burden on any institutionThe focus being on preservation rather than access.As Libraries collecting this material it is important that we balance the needs of our current researchers with those of future generations, regardless of the emphasis on preservation presented in the regulations.



What is in Scope for NPLD

eJournals eBooks

Born digital sheet music
Digital Mapping

Websites
Official publications

CD Rom

DVD or Microform

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Both off line works such as DVD or CD ROM and online work which covers the remainder of the digital content which has been published in the UK. Including:eBooks and eJournals, born digital sheet music, born digital mapping, government papers and other official publications and most importantly Websites.Crucially the regulations allow the Libraries to use a web harvester to collect content wherever possible. To date this has only been used for open websites as publishers have been very willing to push their content to us.Out of scope works are:Audio visual work is out of scope, However some non-print works may contain short video clips in addition to text in which case the whole work including the audio visual is within scope.Generally Social networking sites are out of scope as these may contain person data and may only be available to a restricted group of people therefore are out of scope.Where social networking content and blogs may play an important part in recording our national heritage for example public sector organisations and broadcasters these may be collected. Open blogs and tweets by prominent public figures, commentators and businesses provide a similar function to traditional news releases therefore are valuable and may be collected. 



What are the restrictions to use of NPLD

Reader 1 Reader 2

• Single concurrent access per item per 
Library

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Restrictions upon use include:Single concurrent access. This means that only one reader in each Library can access the content at any one time. If reader 1 comes in and starts looking at a journal article and then a second user wishes to access the content the second reader will get a notification to advise that the content is in use and they should try again later.



What are the restrictions to use of NPLD
• Single concurrent access per item per 

Library

• No digital copies are to be removed 
from the reading room, No digital 
sharing or screen shots

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Restrictions upon use include:Digital copies are not permitted within the act. Readers can print works in line with fair use or fair dealing but cannot have a digital copy.



What are the restrictions to use of NPLD
• Single concurrent access per item per 

Library

• No digital copies are to be removed 
from the reading room, No digital 
sharing or screen shots

• Cannot use it for interlibrary loan 
unless it is between one legal deposit 
library and another

• Cannot Text data mine

• Can only access content on Library 
terminals

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Restrictions upon use include:Inter-library loans are not permittedAdditionally we are not permitted to text data mine and we can only access all content, including the open web content on terminals on Library controlled premises. No remote access.



What have we achieved so far?

Legal deposit for print has been in force for 
over 400 years, we still have problems 
collecting and processing that material.

In just 4 years we have achieved 
access to content  which can be very 
complex, be in diverse formats and is
forever changing.

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Original plan to implement NPLD by September 2015 but it became clear that was not feasible.  So we broke the work down into two phases.Phase 1: all the elements required to ingest and make available the main content types such as Websites, eBooks and e Journals, Access across all the Libraries, Metadata and printing.Phase 2: Born Digital Maps: Born Digital Music and Emerging formats.



Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
 Have we moved from This to This?Trinity College Dublin (TCD) Long room to Jedi Archives?  Not quite!But we have achieved a lot in four years



Ingest, Metadata, Access and Printing
• We can ingest eJournals and eBooks from a variety of 

sources.
• We can harvest and allow access to websites
• Metadata can be harvested from the BL by all legal 

deposit Libraries. 
• Each LDL now has the ability to access eJournals, 

eBooks and Web Archive.
• Currently different levels of access  and printing is 

available across the LDLs dependent upon local 
infrastructure.

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
But what we have achieved is: Ingest of content, sharing of Metadata, Access in the reading rooms across the Libraries and PrintingMetadata: Ingest of the metadata to each LDL is critical to any of this working. BL aims to provide metadata via an OAI-PMH service – so LDLs can tailor their harvests. Access: Provided via a secure platform – Ericom. Manages issues such as only allowing one user per LDL to access an NPLD item at any one time.Printing: Setting this up proved to be a technical challenge as we needed to take account of a number of variables – such as the different library systems and print software being used locally by each LDL.



British Library 
Boston Spa

NLS 
Edinburgh

Cambridge 
Univ.

British Library 
St Pancras

Bodleian
Oxford

NLW 
Aberystwyth

Trinity Coll.
Dublin

Deposit with British 
Library (Boston 
Spa)

Content shared 
and distributed to 
four nodes:
- Boston Spa
- St Pancras
- Aberystwyth
- Edinburgh

Access at each 
node, and by 
secure network for
- CUL
- Bodleian
- TCD

How do we do that?

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
And ingest of ejournals, eBooks and Web Archives:We have a four node systemThe content is sent from the publisher or aggregator to The British Library in Boston Spa Yorkshire
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Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Once an item has been ingested it is replicated to the other three locations.
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Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
University LDLs are connected to either BL St Pancras node or BL Boston Spa node so that they can securely access NPLD content hosted on these nodes. Checks are made across the nodes of the stored items – if an item is found to be degraded or corrupted it is replaced with a suitable copy from another node.



Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The infrastructure is set up in such a way that the metadata harvested by the LDLs links to the content in the digital Library store so the content is not held on each site it is held in the four nodes and your request will be directed to the most relevant store for your location but can be redirected if there is an error in the version.The reader finds the catalogue record- the meta data and selects to view that content.The request is passed through an Ericom gateway. This ensures that no other reader from the same institution is already accessing that material. Each Library has its own copy of Ericom and therefore six readers could access the content at once if they were all seated in a separate Legal deposit Library.The content is never sent to the readers desk top, instead Ericom acts as a remote desktop and a video stream of the article is transferred to readers desk. This prevents digital download of the content.As you can see security of the content is taken very seriously.



Security and of the content
• Well defined security policies open to audit

• Shared infrastructure is protected against unauthorised 
access and other security risks

• Controlled access to each library’s network

• All IT and security audits are reported to the relevant 
Governance body

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Protecting copyright and the commercial interests of the publishers is key to this legislation and we provide secure storage behind a layered security model



 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This diagram shows the layered security that has been built into the DLS at the network level. It shows connections to one of the nodes but similar arrangements are in place at the other nodes.Only trusted and previously authorised access is allowed through into the secure area.For the LDLs previously authorised would mean fixed terminals within the legal deposit premises which are themselves secure.



Success so far

2.5 Million 
eJournal articles

140K eBooks

150TB of Archived 
Web growing at 
60TB per year

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Phase 1 is now completeAnd happily have ingested 140,000 eBooks; 2.5 million eJournal articles and150 TB of Archived web which is made up of about 10 million web sites and 6 Billion objects



What next?

Non-standard formats.
Including digital mapping and  born digital
sheet music;  emerging formats

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
There is still work in progress to improve access for those with disabilities and there will always be technical improvements and evolving standards and formats so it is a constant phase of research and development really.We have now started work on the more difficult formats, such as Born digital maps, Born digital sheet music and we are investigating the emerging formats such as the multimedia books and books which are delivered as apps.



Review of the Regulations

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The Government will be reviewing the legislation in March 2018 so between now and then I will be working with Publishers, Librarians and Government to determine whether the regulations are fit for purpose. Looking at what things could be improved and why.We are collecting evidence to support the review, usage stats, ingest figures, user stories, full cost implications. This includes a range of management information reports on the use of NPLD content by LDL users. �This is a good opportunity to look at what has been difficult, what has been surprising.



Issues identified
• Metadata from publishers is not consistent leading to a lot 

of internal development.
• The sheer scale of ingest causes problems 
• Six very different libraries with different needs
• User education
• Web archive restrictions limit its usefulness
• Potential loss of print only material
• Difficulty identifying claims for journals
•

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Metadata from publishers can be patchy, some content lacks metadata entirely, such as magazine publishers.Our LDLs are made up of National Libraries and research libraries and their users have different expectations.Get complaints about difficulty in citing references due to lack of paginations in the eBooks.The Web Archive is a massive dataset and as such the users wish to explore it using data analytics Researchers want to be able to access it from their own desk top where they can use the analytical tools they have themselves developed.Care not to lose print only material from publishers who have transitionedWe collect eJournals at an article level so how do we know we have every item within an issue. This is problematic. We make assumptions that the average journal contains 14 articles so have created an algorithm which will alert if 14 articles have not been received from a particular issue but this is obviously flawed



To conclude:
We haven’t reached this yet but we have come a long way 
in a very short time

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
We have collected  more in the last 4 years than in the first 100 years of print Legal deposit with the complexity and volume of material.And it will continue to change and develop just as the digital publications we collect



Any questions?

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
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